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Intro

Together We Grow

Our Core Values

Our Vision

Financial freedom & independence for the people

Our Mission

Providing tailored infrastructure, tools, and sources to help people achieve 
financial freedom and independence

1. focusing on what users need

2. Supporting and protecting the users

3. Putting users first

· User Obsession

We are attempting to build a transparent platform that is easily 
understood by our users.

· Transparency

We have great dreams and visions, and we are committed to making 
them come true.

· Commitment

We love what we do, and we are trying to be honest, sincere, and 
passionate in our daily work.

· Passion

We know we are not perfect, but we are humble enough to learn and fix 
the weak points.

· Humbleness
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Intro

About Coinlocally
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Built as a cryptocurrency exchange, Coinlocally has grown to become a 
global hotspot for users aiming to enter the digital asset ecosystem. With iOS 
and Android applications available for both its spot and futures trading 
platforms, Coinlocally enables users to apply their trading skills, engage with 
advertisements, and look for the payment method they prefer.

Coinlocally provides a platform for trading and investing in distinctive space-
age options such as Demo, Copy Trading & Bot trades, a beginner to pro 
traders' route that allows users to grow and communicate.

Coinlocally has planned a three-phase process for its development as 
follows:

In the present time, we are in the first stage, and we will announce our 
roadmap yearly and based on the stages we are working on.

· In the first stage, we are going to provide all the tools and features 
to help users navigate the CEX platform.

· In the second stage, the DEX will be on the road, and

· The final stage will be "Bank Dex."



Intro

Genesis

The revolution of Blockchain and crypto has changed the world and divided 
everything into two categories: "centralized" and "decentralized," as it has 
been revealed in two types of money, i.e., FIAT – CRYPTO.

There are basically two types of financial institutions: banks and exchanges, 
both of which are also divided into "centralized" and "decentralized."

We strongly believe that banks in the near future will be totally decentralized; 
therefore, we will need a decentralized platform that involves banks and 
exchanges.

However, the first step for Coinlocally is playing the role of a "decentralized 
exchange" (DEX), on which we are currently focusing. After the DEX platform, 
becoming a "Decentralized Bank" is our future plan, which we are working 
on. (The information will be published soon.)

Although DEXs (Decentralized Exchanges) have started lately, we strongly 
believe they will be many times bigger than "Centralized Exchanges" in the 
near future. They will play much more important roles in the world of finance 
and crypto.

With your collaboration and help, Coinlocally will be able to build the highest 
level of crypto Decentralized Exchange (DEX), which can let all users across 
the world access a new generation of exchange that empowers the future of 
crypto and fiat finance.

We believe that through decentralization, and especially Web 3.0, we will 
ultimately be able to provide real financial independence and freedom for the 
people to have 100% control over their assets without any outside or 
external monitoring, as people must be able to have full control over their 
belongings and assets.

There will be many features and tools to let them store, spend, stake, etc., or, 
in general, decide for their financial affairs, even for their daily expenses.
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2022 Road Map
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01

03

02

04

06
LOREM IPSUM 

Spot trading platform for various types of orders such as 
LIMT, STOP, LIMIT,MARKET, OCO, was launched to allow 
professional users to trade their cryptosbased on USD, 
BTC, and CLY.

Spot Trading

Being the world’s largest digital asset platform, Binance 
provided Coinlocally

with the infrastructure needed to have its own crypto 
Futures platform with125X leverage.

Working as Binance Broker

Launching a new section for staking on Coinlocally 
platform and staking somecoins and tokens.

Saving

A demo trading platform was created to enable new 
investors to familiarizethemselves with real trading 
procedures and learn what to watch out for while
transacting with real assets and securities.

Demo Trading

A payment gate-way was launched for fiat and ICO. CLYC 
could be treatable on“Convert” and “Spot” section of 
Coinlocally exchange.

Fiat:partnership with mercuryo

In this quarter, Futures trading platform was launched on 
Coinlocally exchange.It was first based on USDT, CLYC, 
BTC and then other coins.

Futures Trading Platform

NFTs (non-fungible tokens) which are unique and one-of-
a-kind digital assetsthat include artwork, music, tweet, etc. 
NFT platform was added in this phasewhich allowed users 
and NFT curators to be able to connect to each other. 
NFTinvestors and fans were able to use this platform on 
the quarter.

NFT Marketplace
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What We Have Done



What is next
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Q1

Q3

Q2

Q4

Launching this platform will allow the users to 
automatically copy positions started and managed by 
specific third parties.

Copy Trading

It will enable the investors to track the trading activities of 
both experienced and new traders so that they can imitate 
or mimic their trading tactics in order to follow their 
investment strategies.

Social Trading

It is going to automate trading processes like selecting, 
buying, and selling cryptocurrency in accordance with 
predetermined criteria established by the bot's 
programmer or inventor.

Bot Trading

This profit-sharing model will allow token holders of a 
project to get rewards or profits only for keeping their 
tokens.

Profit Sharing

2023

2024 H1

H2

In line with a progress of network plan, Coinlocally will 
have its own specific DEX network. 

Coinlocally’s DEX Network

Converting CLYC into a Coin

Coinlocally’s Token (CLYC) will be converted into a coin and 
will be running on Coinlocally’s official network.



Intro

Products

Coinlocally was officially launched in late 2021, and based on the first version 
of its whitepaper at that time, we achieved all our goals announced in the 
roadmap by providing:
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Users can buy and sell cryptocurrency with more than 60 different fiat 
currencies.

· Fiat/ Crypto

A platform for various orders, such as LIMIT and STOP.LIMIT – MARKET 
– OCO to let professional users trade their crypto based on USDT and 
BTC.

· Spot Trading Platform

A platform that will be available on USDT, BTC, and CLY, as well as 
FIATs, with a maximum leverage of 120x.

· Futures trading platform

It allows holders and investors to take profits from their holdings. In this 
way, their crypto can be used to verify their crypto network 
transactions, which allows participants to earn rewards on their 
holdings.

· Staking

A demo account enables new investors to familiarize themselves with 
real trading procedures and learn what to watch out for while 
transacting with real assets and securities. Before adding money to their 
account or making trades, investors can test out a trading platform using 
a demo account.

· Demo Trading

It is a platform which brings Creators, Artists, Crypto NFT Community, . 

· Coinlocally NFT Marketplace



Intro
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all together, to exchange, Create and Trade premium & unique NFTs

They can Buy and Sell their NFTs as they wish. We are also going to 
announce our zero-fee commission on August.

Copy trading allows users to automatically copy positions started and 
managed by specific third parties. Copy trade connects a portion of the 
copying trader's funds to the account of the copied investor, in contrast 
to mirror trading, a technique that enables traders to copy particular 
techniques.

· Copy Trading

A crypto trading bot is a software program that automates trading 
processes like choosing, purchasing, and selling cryptocurrency in 
accordance with predetermined criteria established by the bot's 
programmer or inventor.

· Bot Trading

An incentive model known as the profit-sharing model for 
cryptocurrency allows token holders of a project to get rewards or 
profits only for keeping their tokens. These tokens' earnings are derived 
from the project's own earned income.

· Profit Sharing

A type of investing known as "social trading" enables investors to track 
the trading activities of both experienced and new traders. The main 
goal is to imitate or mimic their trading tactics in order to follow their 
investment strategies. Little to no financial market knowledge is 
necessary for social trading.

· Social Trading

A peer-to-peer platform is for connecting users to each other directly to 
buy and sell their crypto at their own price and based on their own 
choice of fiat.

· P2P
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Coinlocally Academy is a nonprofit blockchain education portal that 
offers quality, easy-to-understand content for cryptocurrency users and 
enthusiasts worldwide. The content provided for the users involves daily 
crypto hot news, blogs holding useful specific materials regarding terms, 
jargon, etc., as well as tutorials and educational content.

· Academy

Margin trading is the practice of covering a deal with borrowed funds. 
Therefore, the primary distinction between margin trading and spot 
trading is that the former enables the trader to open a position without 
having to cover the entire cost out of their own pocket.

· Margin

A mining pool is a collection of miners who share or pool their 
resources, like computing power, through a network as opposed to 
mining separately. Joining a mining pool is a far more profitable way to 
mine coins because the difficulty rises with each coin awarded. If you 
want to be competitive, it's best to join a pool unless you have the 
funds to build your own or purchase numerous cutting-edge ASIC 
miners.

· Pool Mining

A trade battle is an economic dispute that frequently results from severe 
protectionism in which states impose higher tariffs or other trade 
barriers on one another in retaliation for the other party's trade 
restrictions.

· Battle

Using blockchain technology and powered by cryptocurrencies and 
NFTs, video games that allow players to earn GameFi tokens are 
accessible on the Play to Earn platform. With GameFi games, you may 
take advantage of the gameplay while also earning cryptocurrency. 
Learn about the newest and most well-liked NFT games as well as play-
to-earn cryptocurrency games.

· Gaming



Coinlocally Coin (CLYC)
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Coinlocally plans to release its coin, called "Coinlocally Coin" (CLYC). A rough 
amount of 1 billion CLYC will be created and will never be increased.

CLYC will be run on the BEP20 blockchain network. ( Currently, CLYC is 
considered a token running on BEP20 network, but it will soon be converted 
into a coin and will be running on Coinlocally’s network ) 

Community

25%Private Sale


20%

Initial Public Sale

5%

Ecosystem/treasury

30%

Team

20%

Allocation / distribution

CLYC



Coinlocally Coin (CLYC)
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Release schedule

Apr 
2023

Jan
2024

Oct
2025

Jul
2026

Jul
2023

Apr
2024

Jan
2025

Oct
2026

Oct
2023

Jul
2024

Apr
2025

Jan
2026



Coinlocally Coin (CLYC)

Usage Case
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Through this token, there will be discounts allocated for all the trading 
activities.  

· Trading fee

We will list new coins, tokens, and other assets on Coinlocally platforms, 
which may have an associated listing fee.

· Listing fee

There is only a small fee for withdrawals that might be different 
depending on each network and crypto.

· Withdraw fee

By staking and saving this currency and the cooperation they have with 
Coinlocally, users would be able to gain short-term and long-term 
profits.

· Staking

Token voting is one of the most popular methods used by voters to 
represent their votes. Your ability to vote increases with the number of 
tokens you own.

· Voting


